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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Washington, D. C, November 28, 1951.

Hon. Sam Rayburn,

Speaker of the House of Representatives,

Washington 25, D. C.

My Dear Mr. Speaker: We are pleased to transmit herewith a

report on the feasibility of developing a Mississippi River Parkway. This

report was prepared in accordance with the act approved August 24,

1949 (Public Law 262, 81st Cong.), which instructed the Bureau of

Public Roads and the National Park Service of our respective Depart-

ments to undertake the survey of such a roadway to follow generally

the course of the Mississippi River from its source in Minnesota to the

Gulf of Mexico.

In addition to this short-form report a technical volume is being

assembled to make available the considerable engineering, land planning,

and other supporting data which led to the conclusions reported herein.

The basic elements of an improvement plan are, however, presented in

this volume.

Secretary of Commerce.

0.
Secretary of the Interior.

An identical letter and duplicate report were furnished

the President of the Senate.
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SUMMARY LETTER AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Hon. Oscar Chapman,
Secretary of the Interior.

Hon. Charles Sawyer,

Secretary of Commerce.

Dear Sirs: We transmit a report on the pro-

posed Mississippi River Parkway. Set forth

therein is a possible plan for a modified type of

parkway development to be undertaken by the 10

river States with Federal aid and designed ex-

pressly for tourist travel and to conserve and de-

velop the recreational resources of the region.

The road length of the Mississippi River from its

source at Lake Itasca in Minnesota to the Gulf of

Mexico is about 2,000 miles. However, the study

involved nearly 10,000 miles of reconnaissance by

aerial survey methods and included analysis of ex-

isting highways on both banks of the river as well

as the projection of new roadways on both banks.

This wide coverage of possibilities for parkway lo-

cation was necessary in order to weigh the cost of

each against the others and to determine the com-

parative advantages of various combinations of

these lines. In reporting on the bill which author-

ized the survey, the congressional committees

stated: "The survey would determine the feasi-

bility of establishing such a parkway, the extent to

which portions of existing highways and roadways

could be used, possibilities for development and

administration in cooperation with the State high-

way departments, and estimates of cost."

There is today no continuous system of adequate

highways following closely along the Mississippi

River. Large parts of the scenic and historic

waterway are therefore beyond the view of the

traveler by highway. Here, as elsewhere, certain

roads are unsafe and crowded. Others have come

close to meeting the demands of traffic under step-

by-step improvement programs of State highway

departments. Congested urban areas, widely

spaced in the valley, require multilane highways;

but for the most part the Mississippi River area is

a rural countryside, and existing two-lane high-

ways, if improved to parkway standards, will suffice

for the present.

The proposal for a Mississippi River Parkway

originated with people in the valley and has been

under discussion for more than a decade. Experi-

ence with various parkways and freeways in

America has proved the soundness from a traffic

standpoint of a road within a controlled right-of-

way. With control of access provided, a much
greater volume of traffic can be moved in comfort

and safety than where such control is not provided.

The benefits of a parkway and its wayside parks to

popular recreation and for the conservation of scen-

ery and history are well known. The 35,000,000

people of the 10 valley States alone create a poten-

tial demand for recreational travel to scenes of

rural beauty and places of historic and cultural in-

terest. Many such places exist along the river, but

relatively few are now conserved as public proper-

ties developed for the people's enjoyment.

The several objectives of a parkway, such as

the improvement of highway communication be-

tween populous centers and the conservation and

development of recreational and inspirational re-

sources, are eminently worth while. The prob-

lem is to find an economical means of achieving

them. The wholesale construction of a new
parkway on an entirely new right-of-way would

be very costly; but it appears entirely feasible

to accomplish a conversion of existing river roads

to parkway quality at reasonable cost.
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If an entirely new parkway were to be built

on either bank of the river from Lake Itasca to

the vicinity of New Orleans, it would cost $770,-

000,000. If, south of St. Paul, the parkway were

built along both banks of the river, it would cost

a total of $1,450,000,000. In either case a new-

built parkway would parallel existing public

roads, and in most places foreseeable traffic does

not warrant duplication of road facilities. Fur-

thermore, existing roads often pre-empt the fa-

vorable location. Thus, in many places, a new
parkway might be forced to a position of second

choice. These conditions and the large cost of

all-new construction indicate that it would be a

better plan for suitable highways and bridges

which exist to be incorporated into the route,

converted to parkway standards, and intercon-

nected where necessary by sections of new con-

struction. Such a course would, in time, pro-

duce a continuous parkway development of rela-

tively high value in proportion to cost.

Since the existing roads are necessary to the

economy of various localities, it is apparent that

such a parkway plan should be developed by the

States and continue under the administration of

State highway departments. The needed road con-

struction, reconstruction, or improvement can un-

doubtedly be done with regular apportionments

under the Federal-Aid Highway Act, or by the

States under their own programs, or by both means.

The existing roads will be gradually improved

whether there is a parkway or not. The roadway

itself need not aspire to become a superhighway

in the popular sense, though it may function in

part for this purpose. Pavements can be widened

as needed, but two-lane roads with control of access

should presently serve except in the vicinity of five

or six of the larger metropolitan areas. The pro-

gressive development of a parkway requires only a

determination that .the selected route shall be im-

proved in a superior manner and that it shall be

dedicated to recreational purposes as well as the

moving of traffic. The essential features of any

parkway are roadside land control and partial or

full control of access. These things establish the

parklike character and that higher degree of safety

and comfort which marks parkway travel. The
diversion of truck traffic may be programed where
alternate parallel routes exist or when traffic vol-

umes require it. As an important means to con-

servation and to prevent the growth of undesirable

roadside industries along the way, purchase of

scenic easements or reservations is recommended
as a more economical approach than outright pur-

chase of expensive farm lands. Lands of submar-

ginal character, such as the faces of river bluffs and

swamps, are often best used as park lands and

should be purchased outright.

Essentially this program of additional treat-

ment which would convert the selected route into

a parkway type of development is a new field

of activity for most of the States. Legislative

authority may be required to designate a con-

trolled access facility of this kind and to purchase

parkway lands. It is in this field also that to

make the project feasible the States would re-

quire additional monetary aid from the Federal

Government in order to avoid the disproportion-

ate use of State-wide highway monies for a par-

ticular project.

In order to determine the probable cost of

providing these parkway features on the route to

be selected, estimates of cost on a number of

sample sections have been made. Exclusive of

roadway construction and reconstruction cost, we

have estimated that it will cost approximately

$81,000,000 to convert a single selected route

to parkway quality. The route shown herein

through the 10 States, which crosses and re-

crosses the river on existing bridges, was selected

for estimate purposes only. A number of feasible

alternates are also shown for further consid-

eration.

The possibility of financing the parkway as a

toll facility was considered. A toll road, by its

nature, would necessarily be a project on an en-

tirely new right-of-way. A toll road in the val-

ley would parallel existing road facilities which

are reasonably adequate. Experience with mod-

ern toll roads is limited and confined to a few
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projects of limited length, none of which is yet

fully proved as a financial success. From that

experience it can be deduced that two conditions

must prevail before toll roads are practicable.

These are: (a) A very inadequate existing high-

way between populous centers, and (b) the im-

possibility of effecting the essential road improve-

ment in reasonable time by other financial means.

Since neither of these conditions is found for the

largest part of the Mississippi River route, the

financing of a parkway as a toll facility is judged

unnecessary and impracticable.

The survey has indicated that there would be

much value in a parkway development along the

Mississippi River. The development would di-

rectly benefit 10 States which comprise a large

central section of the country, but the Mississippi

River possesses national interest and a parkway
along it would have national significance. It ap-

pears doubtful that such a development would be

undertaken by the 10 river States unless real in-

terest is shown in the project by the Federal Gov-
ernment. We believe the parkway development

is feasible under the cooperative plan described

herein, and we recommend that consideration be

given to legislation which would provide Federal

aid to accomplish it.

Sincerely yours,

October 30, 1951

Commissioner, Bureau of Public Roads.

Director, National Park Service.

October 30, 1951
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"The Mississippi drains the vast territory from the Rockies

to the Alleghenies and from Canada to the Gulf".



The Riiver

In a statistical way many superlative statements

can be made about the Mississippi River. Length,

area drained, flowage, navigation, and other fac-

tors place it among the foremost geographic fea-

tures of the earth. Draining the vast territory

from the Rockies to the Alleghenies and from Can-

ada to the Gulf of Mexico, the Mississippi River

Valley has been termed "the most desirable dwell-

ing place for civilized man upon our globe."

Richly endowed by nature with a livable climate,

sufficient rainfall, fertile soil, navigable waters,

water power, coal, oil, gas, timber, the ores of

many metals, and a natural outlet to the sea, it

supports a large population rid of the specter of

hunger and privation which threatens much of

the world. Many of the seaboard areas along the

Atlantic coast have the advantage of early estab-

lishment, and on the Pacific coast the advantage of

rapid expansion in recent times. But with recent

developments, some of the preeminence of the East

and the West seems likely to pass to this great in-

terior region. At any rate, the vital importance to

the human race of the Mississippi Valley is beyond

dispute.

The River's Varied Facets

In the 2,552 miles of its course, the river washes

a land so varied in its uses, its cultures, its origins, as

to defy simple description. The source of the river

and its upper reaches is a land of sparkling streams

and clear-water lakes of glacial origin. The cen-

tral valley was once a great interior sea connected

to Lake Michigan and covering the prairies of

Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Iowa. This sea

broke away to the south and much of the lower val-

ley, from Cairo down, is of the river's own making,

a drama which is still being played at the delta.

The natural vegetation of the valley ranges

through eight botanical or climatic zones from the

pines of the North to the palms of the South. In

the river's waters thrive the northern pike and the

walleye, yet also the sea trout and the oyster. The
river is a major flyway of migratory waterfowl.

Along the upper banks are the moose and caribou,

once in great numbers; on the watery flats of the

delta alligators drowse in the southern sun.

Civilizations

Ancient and Modern

Human life and cultures existed along the Missis-

sippi long before recorded history, and archeolo-

gists have brought to light the story of fascinating

peoples—mound builders, painters of the great

rock bluffs, potters, agrarians. Much of the later

history of the valley—though it took place when
modern man was carefully writing of his own
times—is still scarcely understood by the people, for

it was a remote frontier history of Indians, explora-

tion, fur trapping, and lumbering and was, perhaps,

less easily grasped than the more obvious history

that was in the making on the eastern seaboard.

The River and
the Nation's Destiny

Many of the events which have helped to decide

our Nation's destiny have occurred on the banks of

this great inland waterway, and several of the

processes which have shaped our national character

saw their most significant development in its valley.

This is evident when one considers the simple fact
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Source of the river, Lake Itasca. Mouth of the Mississippi, Gulf of Mexico.

that temporary stoppage of traffic at the river's

mouth inspired intrigue of trans-Atlantic scope and

forced the issue of the Louisiana Purchase, perhaps

our first step toward building a great Nation from

the small independent country we had become,

somewhat tentatively, at the close of the Revolu-

tion.

The part of the river in the War between the

States and in the colorful steamboating years of the

last century, and the story of man's battle to bridle

it and control its floods are chapters better known.

For more than 300 years after its discovery the river

itself was a most important highway of travel. It

carries today more commerce than ever, though a

little less picturesquely than in the days of log raft

and stern-wheeler. Its potentialities for the future

are unlimited.

The valley landscape has changed greatly since

early times. Now the Mississippi drainage basin,

comprising 31 States and part of Canada, diversi-

fied in agriculture and in industry, could, unaided,

clothe and feed this Nation. In Minneapolis-

St. Paul, St. Louis, Memphis, New Orleans, and

scores of other cities and river towns along the

banks center manufacturing, refining, merchandis-

ing, shipping. Stretching endlessly back arc the

pastures and the fields of grain and cotton. The
barn and silo, the grain bin, and the cotton gin take

proprietory charge of the modern landscape.

Natural Interest

Despite the busy affairs of men along its banks,

the river has many distinct features of natural

beauty. It may not rival in grandeur a Yosemite

or a Grand Canyon, yet there are beautiful scenic

passages with a quality of their own in the rain-

bow lakes, the bluffs, the baldcypress swamps.

One stands in awe of this mighty river when,

swollen, swirling, and muddy, it shows its ruthless

power; ruffled by a whipping wind it presents a pic-

ture of restless motion; contained and contented at

the foot of its levees and tawny-colored in a summer

sun, it seems to cast a drowsy spell upon its country-

side. The Father of Waters is indeed a river of

many moods.

For nearly all Americans, "Life on the Missis-

sippi" has a nostalgic appeal, but the memories

evoked in the minds of most of us are those received

from schoolbooks and romantic literature.

The ordinary citizen, seeking to experience at

first hand a bit of this storied river life, finds that

comparatively little has been done to preserve and

develop this traditional American scene; nor is it

reasonably accessible, for today there is no modern

marked highway which is continuous along either

side of the river, and many of the finest parts can

be reached only afoot or from the water.



The Project

The proposal for a Mississippi River Parkway origi-

nated with the people in the valley nearly 20 years

ago and has since been studied by a 100-man Mis-

sissippi River Parkway Planning Commission com-

posed of appointees of the Governors of the 10 river

States. This group has outlined a project of ex-

ceeding attraction to the tourist and, therefore, of

economic importance directly and indirectly to the

people of the river States. In addition, some of the

commissioners have pointed out that a north-south

midcontinent travelway would have practical value

as a relief route in times of flood or military neces-

sity. . It would afford interconnection between the

several important east-west highways. This plan-

ning group has studied other parkways and has

been instrumental in the passage of legislation by

several of the States which would enable them to

participate to varying degrees in the development

of such a parkway.

The Commission has cooperated with the Bu-

reau of Public Roads and the National Park Serv-

ice in the study herein reported and has rendered

valuable assistance in the work.

The Growth of Parkways

A number of parkways have been developed in

this country, some of which have been planned and

constructed jointly by the Federal Government and

the States. They have generally been popular

roads, pleasing in appearance, efficient, and rela-

tively safe in operation. These thoroughly insu-

lated roadways for passenger cars have especially

proved themselves in the urban and suburban plan.

Thruways,' freeways, and turnpikes, as specialized

roads are variously called today, all borrow from

parkway experience. The parkway idea has also

been adapted to the conservation of mountain

scenery for the benefit of the tourist, and to the

conservation of historic trails and traces. None of

these existing projects traverses a country com-

parable in scale or character to the Mississippi

Valley; and, though the Mississippi River road may
build partly upon ideas developed elsewhere, it can-

not correctly be seen simply as a replica of earlier

parkways. The opportunity here lies in the

elasticity of parkway concepts or techniques.

Blue Ridge National Parkway, North Carolina.
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Aerial photograph. Engineers, photographs and maps—companions of survey.

Magnitude of the Survey

The survey was notable for the multiplicity of

problems that had to be solved because of its

large size. The region of reconnaissance along

its 2,552-mile river length constituted: (1) A
band of topography 15 to more than 25 miles wide

on each side of the river from its headwaters to the

Gulf; (2) the large area lying within the "fish

hook" section of the river north of St. Paul; (3)

the area between Crowley's Ridge and the river;

(4) the area between Pine Bluff, Ark., and the

river in the region of the Arkansas and White

Rivers; (5) the area between Alexandria, La.,

and the river in the region of the Black and Red
Rivers; and (6) the area between Bayou La-

fourche and the river—a total of nearly 90,000

square miles.

Aerial photography, the most modern method
of highway reconnaissance, was employed in

order to complete the survey in the time allotted.

Over 22,000 aerial photographs, at a scale of

1:20,000, were examined. Nearly 10,000 miles

of feasible alternate routes for the parkway were

determined by use of the photographs. With
the photographs in hand, these routes were also

examined in the field by the highway engineers,

landscape architects, historian, parkway planner,

and naturalist. Opportunity was thus afforded

for comparison of these possible routes and vari-

ous combinations thereof, and for selection of the

most feasible and advantageous.

A reconnaissance survey is broad or general in

character. With $250,000 appropriated and 10,-

000 miles to be studied, it is notable that only

$25 per mile was available for the Mississippi

River Parkway investigation. Consequently, the

routes shown on the maps herein represent not a

center line or a pavement, but a broad band of

topography a mile or more wide within which it

is considered feasible to locate and design a

parkway.

Diversified Features

Along the Mississippi River there is a well-oc-

cupied, highly fertile, partially industrialized val-

ley composed not only of historic sites and nu-

merous natural scenes such as rivers, lakes, bluffs,

and w ildwoods, but of field, farmhouse and barn,

man-made dam and lock and levee, fishing boat

and barge. These are the diversified features to

be preserved and interpreted for the public en-

joyment. Accordingly, the plan needs to be

varied and resourceful.



Various Plans Considered

A number of solutions were studied after eval-

uation of basic data, in order to comply with the

"objective of determining the desirability of au-

thorizing the construction of the parkway or any

portion thereof," as called for in the act author-

izing the survey.

The first approach was to select a general route

for an all-new parkway on both sides of the river

from New Orleans to Minneapolis, and a single

route from Minneapolis to the headwaters at Lake

Itasca. The cost of such a project is estimated at

$1,450,000,000. By selecting a single route which

would cross and recross the river on existing bridges

the total cost might be reduced to $770,000,000.

The traffic on a parkway of this length, as on any-

long road, would be composed of a few people going

great distances and a larger number of people trav-

eling comparatively short distances. Few people

would daily set out to travel from New Orleans to

St. Louis or from New Orleans to Minneapolis.

This travel of itself would not be sufficient to justify

the construction of»an entirely new road. Eco-

nomic warrant for the construction of such a road

would necessarily rest upon the assumption that it

would be used by a considerably larger volume of

traffic of the shorter ranges. But, for much of the

length of the river the new parkway would closely

parallel existing roads which, except in the vicinity

of the larger centers of population, are reasonably

adequate for the present traffic. The provision of

an alternate parkway route would result in some

generation of new traffic over and beyond the nor-

mal increase to be expected from year to year. It

is considered doubtful, however, that the total fu-

ture increase to be expected would be sufficient to

justify maintenance of the duplicate facilities which

construction of a parkway on an entirely new loca-

tion for the whole length of the river would involve.

Another approach contemplated the construc-

tion of several shorter but disjointed parkway sec-

tions. These developments would be distributed

selectively through the valley in such manner as to

afford samples of the more interesting landscape.

Such spot projects would be reached by traveling

the existing highways. This plan was discarded as

being necessarily partial to certain communities in

its application and as lacking the continuity which

would develop the possibilities of multiple use at-

taching to a through-route development.

Similarly, it was judged that the simple expedi-

ent of marking existing highways on one or both

banks of the river would fail to produce a worth-

while result since continuous pavements do not exist

on favorable location in proximity to the river.

The feasible solution was therefore judged to lie

somewhere between the extremes and to partake

of portions of each of these plans.

Note: To examine a stereogram, look at the left photo-

graph with your left eye and the right one with your right

eye. To make this easy, place a 10-inch card between your

eyes from your face to the line between the pair of photo-

graphs of the stereogram. By this means, you are prevented

from looking first at one photograph and then the other.

With the card in place, look into the distance—like seeing

through the paper—until the three-dimensional picture is

seen beyond the pages of the book.

Stereograms of Tight Places in Route Reconnaissance
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TheRecommendedPIan

Under the plan recommended for consideration a

Mississippi River Parkway could be developed and

administered by the highway departments of the

valley States in cooperation with the Federal Gov-

ernment. The program would be carried out in

successive stages over a period of years according

to a comprehensive plan to be adopted by the vari-

ous States and approved by the Federal Govern-

ment.

Existing Highways To Be Used and
Coupled With New Construction

Development would start from a system of care-

fully selected existing highways which would be

officially designated "Mississippi River Parkway"

as soon as minimum land controls had been ac-

quired and agreements reached as to the physical

improvement program for the future. The grad-

ual improvement of these existing highways would
be advanced concurrently with the construction of

necessary connecting links of parkway on new loca-

tion. These new sections of parkway would be

built where the traffic, scenic, historic, or engineer-

ing considerations indicated that a new develop-

ment would be desirable and useful.

Engineering Standards

Engineering standards on the existing highways
vary. Those roads which could be selected for

conversion to parkway are those susceptible of im-

provement at reasonable cost and occupying favor-

able positions along the river. Where these con-

ditions do not prevail, new construction would be

relied upon to secure continuity in direction, in

proximity to the river, and in parklike quality. It

is estimated that 40 percent or more of the route

would ultimately require construction on new loca-

tion. Design standards should be generally uni-

form but gaged to the requirements of traffic. In

some sections two lanes would suffice ; in the more

populous areas four lanes, divided, or perhaps even

six lanes, would be required. Alinement and grade

should be sufficiently good to permit safe travel at

reasonable rates of speed. The standards adopted

by the American Association of State Highway Offi-

cials for interstate highways are considered gen-

erally suitable for the project. The motor vehicle

laws current in each of the States would govern

traffic.

The Reconnaissance Survey Maps

The accompanying location maps are wholly

tentative. Under the recommended program the

highway department of each State would have the

primary responsibility for developing the final

location with Federal concurrence. Engineering

studies during the survey were, however, carried

further than the maps indicate and included nu-

merous alternates in each State. This was neces-

sary in order that reconnaissance estimates could

be intelligently compared.

Shown in solid line on the maps is a parkway

route traversing parts of the 10 river States, 2,000

miles long, crossing and recrossing the river by

means of existing river bridges or new structures

already proposed for construction by the States.

The route was selected for estimate purposes be-

cause of its scenery, history, and practicability of

construction, but represents no more than a recon-

naissance investigation, subject to change if and

when more complete surveys are made.

907070 O—52-



If the parkway development is undertaken some

single route should be agreed upon by the States

and concurred in by the Federal Government as

the initial development of a Mississippi River Park-

way. However, there are portions of the river

where concentrations of population and a multi-

plicity of attractions may justify the development

of the parkway on both banks, a course which

would have the further advantage of providing

convenient loop drives.

The dashed route on the east bank in combina-

tion with the solid route on the. east bank totals

1,900 miles and indicates a possible ultimate devel-

opment. Its costs as such are not included in the

financing discussed in this report. The combina-

tion solid and dashed line wholly on the west bank

similarly depicts a feasible route for ultimate devel-

opment by the States, or the States and the Federal

Government, as may become warranted on that

bank.

Some of the recreational parks, forests, wildlife

areas, and historic sites, existing and proposed, are

also shown on the maps.

Bypassing the Towns and Cities

The negotiation of a proper way through or

around the towns and cities would be perhaps the

most specialized design problem of such a parkway.

The collaboration of municipal planning agencies

would need to be sought in order to weigh the in-

fluences of a parkway development upon the city

plans. In some instances there would be choice

from among such possibilities as: (a) A bypass

inward from the river, (b) a waterfront improve-

ment, (c) a utilization of existing highways

through the congested areas. The latter two al-

ternatives would generally imply participation of

the municipality in the costs. Redevelopment of

waterfront areas might be justified, not only to

obtain the best and most interesting location for a

parkway,* but for the attendant benefit to the towns

and cities. The tentative locations in the vicinity

of towns and cities shown on accompanying maps

were selected for estimate purposes only and do not

represent necessarily the solution of the problem

in any particular instance.

PARKWAY ON LEVEE

HYDRAULIC FILL..



Unusual Construction Features

A road from source to mouth would span great

range of climate, traverse varying geologic struc-

ture and cope with transverse streams and water-

ways. There appears, however, no insurmount-

able problem.

Certain conditions peculiar to the Mississippi

River region will require collaborative planning

between governmental agencies having responsi-

bility for the river and those responsible for devel-

oping the parkway. Channel maintenance by

dredging, especially in the upper river, is pro-

ductive of a large volume of granular material.

This material is suitable for road building and

can be obtained at moderate cost. In determin-

ing the possible parkway routes and in estimating

costs, the use of dredged material has been con-

templated. Such use would be limited to sec-

tions where the river overflow area would not be

unduly constricted by highway embankment.
Any widening or deepening of the channel in the

upper river might be dovetailed economically

with parkway construction along some sections of

the river.

A unique man-made feature of the river is the

levee, which has scarcely been utilized for high-

way purposes, probably because highway con-

struction preceded the building of the great levees

of today. The levees now afford height above the

river flats, and from the levee tops views over

the river and the hinterland are remarkably en-

hanced. Certain sections of existing levees offer

an advantageous location for two lanes of a park-

way. Those selected as a place for the parkway

could be widened and made higher as needed.

The additional fill, the paved surface acting as a

roof, and the improved accessibility of the levee

should be beneficial in the maintenance of the

levee in time of flood. The opportunity of using

the levees exists largely through rural areas where

two lanes of parkway are thought to be sufficient

for the traffic of the immediate future. When
four lanes become necessary, the second pair of

lanes could be located in a parallel position on the

land side of the levee. Levee sections consid-

ered unsuitable for parkway location include:

( 1
) Those which are circuitous or nondirectional,
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Breadbasket farming.

(2) those which because of surface or subsurface

conditions might be endangered by the weights or

shock of roadway traffic, and (3) those located

where there is indication that changes in the

river course will require the building of setback

levees in the near future.

Wider Land Controls Needed

The essence of the parkway concept is to provide

a parklike corridor which insulates the motor road

from uncontrolled development along the roadsides.

A several-sided program of land control would be

needed for a parkway under this plan. The first

step would be the widening of existing rights-of-

way, or the purchase of new rights-of-way, to a basic

width of 220 feet where a two-lane highway would

be adequate, and 250 feet where four lanes might

be needed. This is similar to the standard adopted

for the National System of Interstate Highways and

would be adequate for present and future pave-

ment, shoulders, slopes, guard rails, and other physi-

cal features of the roadway proper. Laws per-

mitting limitation of access to the parkway would

be applied in the acquisition of right-of-way, thus

giving effect to recognized utilization and design

principles. The State highway department under

such laws would control access and roadside devel-

opment and prevent usage detrimental to the ca-

pacity and safety of the road.

It would be necessary to protect the quality of

the landscape as seen from the proposed parkway.

Marginal strips of wildwood, bluff faces, swamps,

and islands would be acquired outright and added

to the right-of-way. Such lands are generally in-

expensive and are best preserved for public pur-

poses. Many of these areas should remain per-

10



manently undeveloped in order to provide refuge

for wildlife, to further conservation of the soil, and

to give man a bit of unspoiled breathing space.

Outright purchase of the farm scene, wide-

spread through the valley, would be unnecessary.

Instead, scenic easements or reservations would be

sought, averaging 300 feet wide, along both sides

of the construction right-of-way. There would be

purchased from the owner only his right to con-

vert a certain part of his farm land to residential or

commercial uses. While he could not add new
houses or erect billboards, paralleling pole lines, or

other structures, he would continue to exercise all

other privileges of ownership and in no way would

be restricted in his agricultural pursuits. Neither

would the public have any right to enter upon these

lands for any purpose. This method of scenic con-

servation should result in large savings over out-

right purchase, retire less farm land from the tax

rolls, and attach the pastoral views permanently

to the parkway without cost to the public for

maintenance.

The acquisition of historic sites and scenic and

recreational waysides is a companion step in the

land control program.

A drawing showing average widths of land con-

trols proposed for the Mississippi River Parkway

is shown on page 1 1

.

Early Control of Land Imperative

Many of the roadsides along the Mississippi

River are today relatively clean of ribbon develop-

ment, yet it can be predicted that when tourists

come in greater numbers speculators will buy up

frontage and ribbon development will begin unless

land controls have become operative. It is im-

perative, therefore, to precede designation of the

parkway route or any improvement work by ac-

quisition of land controls as a preventative first step.

Memphis waterfront.
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Overpass, George Washington Memorial Parkway

Bilateral Plan for Trucks

Most parkways are restricted to passenger auto-

mobiles. Advantages accrue not only in the con-

venience and safety of the parkway, but the truck

on the alternate route is relieved to a large extent

of passenger traffic.

New sections of roadway built for the Mississippi

River Parkway should not be open to trucks from

the outset. This limitation would be practicable

because new parkway sections would generally

parallel existing highways, which could continue to

carry the truck traffic. No private access to the

parkway pavements should exist in these sections,

and public entrances should be posted "No com-

mercial traffic."

Where the parkway appropriates existing high-

ways, however, a bilateral plan of development

must be worked out in order to provide an alternate

way for trucks. Such traffic separation would be

costly if complete and immediate diversion were at-

tempted, but it can be planned realistically and

gradually accomplished. Fortunately, few of the

river roads carry a substantial volume of through

trucks. The principal commercial truck routes lie

across rather than along the river, partly because

the river itself is a competing freightway. In many

sections provision would have to be made only for

such farm trucks as originate in the local country-

side. Long-distance hauling could be regulated

until continued improvements in the other roads

made equitable the prohibition of all trucks on the

parkway.

As a beginning, States might enforce the au-

thority where it exists, as in Minnesota and Wis-

consin, to limit trucking during the periods of

heaviest passenger car usage, during the daylight

hours of summer week ends, for example. Im-

provement of routes onto which to shunt the

trucks could be given high priority in program-

ing whenever truck usage threatens the capacity

or the safety of the parkway. Parallel roads for

trucks would not then be an unwarranted dupli-

cation. Bilateral development should be based

on a proper plan gaged to the total transporta-

tion requirement.

Safety Through Grade-Crossing Elimination

The elimination of hazardous crossings would

be vitally important in building an exemplary

motor road along the Mississippi River. The va-

cation traveler is primarily concerned with sight-

seeing and is therefore less alert for local danger

points. The goal should be to make the entire

parkway a "limited access" facility as soon as is

reasonably feasible.

It would be desirable at the outset to eliminate

all crossings at grade of roads, however minor, as

is usually done in parkway design for busy urban

and suburban areas, but the cost of bridge and

underpass construction makes this goal imprac-

ticable in some rural areas. Many lesser roads

carry few vehicles; and the improvement of con-

ditions at intersections, longer sight distances, and

warning signs should accomplish much in the di-

rection of safety.

Clean-up of Existing Roadsides

The techniques described herein are in part an

expeditious method of attaching parkway attri-

butes to highways which exist. By and large,

those stretches of existing highways which are

recommended for incorporation in the route are

12



PARKWAY LAND CONTROLS IN RURAL AREAS
HYPOTHETICAL DRAWING TO ILLUSTRATE VARIABILITY

OF PARKWAY LAND TAKINGS SO AS TO PROVIDE:

I- A DEVELOPMENT WIDTH OF 220 FEET WITH SPACE FOR
WIDENING OF PAVEMENT IF NECESSARY IN THE FUTURE.

2- CONTROL OVER THE SIGHTLINESS OF RURAL SCENERY BY
MEANS OF EASEMENTS, SO THAT LANDS COULD CONTINUE
IN PRESENT OWNERSHIP AND REMAIN IN USE AS FARMS.

3- OUTRIGHT PURCHASE OF OCCASIONAL HISTORIC SITES

WOODED ISLANDS, SWAMPS, BLUFF FACES, AND
MARGINAL LANDS.
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George Washington Memorial Parkway.
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those favorably located, relatively clean of ribbon

development, and affording the best alinement

and scenic values. Offensive dumps, billboards,

and an occasional accretion of unsightly struc-

tures would require clean-up, a policy which pre-

supposes negotiation with the owner of the prop-

erty. In many cases pride or self-interest could

be depended upon to impel the owner to under-

take the clean-up. In other instances restric-

tive agreements could be negotiated short of out-

right land purchase. But many unsightly prop-

erties would have to be included in right-of-way

taking lines as part of the public improvement

program. Permanent zoning regulations have

proved successful in many localities and may be

a necessary auxiliary step.

Billboards and other advertising signs exist

legally on some portions of existing highways

which would be incorporated into the parkway.

The elimination of advertising signs now legally

in place would entail settlement with the land-

owner and the advertising agency on some equita-

ble basis. A new approach to the billboard prob-

lem as regards essential tourist information is set

forth herein.

Telephone, telegraph, and power lines have his-

torically paralleled the highways. Minimizing

their prominence in the landscape would be a park-

way objective. It would be necessary to shift cer-

tain objectionable lines to less conspicuous positions.

In certain cases, two or more lines could be com-

bined to run on the less scenic side of the parkway

14



Upper river bluffs.

rather than on both sides. Parkway land controls

would prohibit location of new pole lines parallel-

ing the parkway, and crossings should be at right

angle or placed underground.

Planting

Restraint should be used in all planting. Only

in the urban areas need buffer plantings of a formal

type be used. Through planning and maintenance

practices, natural regeneration of woody plant ma-

terials would be encouraged. This should follow

after proper grading and grass seeding in order to

naturalize construction scars and screen other ob-

jectionable sights. In greatest part, the parkway

would traverse either farm land or wooded coun-

try, and thus the informal planting of local native

plants would be the artistic as well as the economi-

cal practice.

Pastoral Scenes

In the pastoral setting the canvas is large. The
composition is the farm scene, one of open field

against woodlot. Continuous ribbon planting, es-

pecially of tall-growing plants, would obscure this

pastoral scene in a most artificial manner. No such

planting is recommended but only such use of se-

lected species as would enframe vistas of interest,

help to break up or screen the unsightly, afford a

spot of shade, or add an occasional focal point of

color or interest. Native trees and shrubs, those

which are indigenous and therefore adapted to the

climate, soil, and site, would be fitting material.

15
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Woodlands History and Recreation

The wildwoods along the parkway offer a large

opportunity in two important directions. First,

public control would permit conservation of plant

and animal life which now exists there and would

protect these wooded lands from commercial cut-

ting, fire, and vandalism. It would afford added

protection and permit better management of the

fish and wildlife resources of the valley.

Second, the wildwoods provide the proper places

in which to bring back to their favorite habitats a

host of trees, shrubs, and flowers which have all

but disappeared in each of the natural plant asso-

ciations, once a glory of the valley's eight climatic

zones. Scientific introduction of the now rare but

once common species would result in a self-main-

taining natural landscape of significant value to

popular education. This part of the proposed

landscape program might be dovetailed with the

arborway proposal of Dr. Harlan P. Kelsey. A
statement in the second volume of this report by

Dr. Kelsey, noted horticulturist of Boston, Massa-

chusetts, and consultant to this survey, describes

how, in its broadest aspects, a Mississippi River

Parkway might grow toward the ideal of a great

midcontinent botanical museum.

A parkway for tourists is an instrument of con-

servation through its running band of land controls,

but it should also be seen as a way between the out-

standing historic sites, parks, and scenic areas of

the region traversed. A Mississippi River Park-

way would connect many such places, since the

river courses a land rich in human associations and

with varied topographic features. Natural lakes,

blue and shore-lined with the white paper birch;

river banks, which the modern Tom Sawyers and

Huck Finns of all ages have found best for fishing or

just relaxing; bluffs commanding views of river and

countryside ; lotus beds and the haunts of migratory

birds; reaches of woods on the river's edge and on

the islands; forest reservations on the landward

borders; Indian mounds, the mute relics of ancient

cultures of the prehistoric past; backwater bayous

and salt grass swamps; old forts and battlefields;

fur trappers' places and camps of the lumberers;

old houses of the North and of the South and of the

central valley, in Spanish, French, Swedish, Cor-

nish, and yet other architectural styles; old boats

and showboats and boating places on and off the

levees ; historic bridges and the dams and floodways

of the river's modern development; spots where
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the tales and legends of the river were told over a

fence or beneath a live oak tree; the many inter-

esting towns and cities—all these are, and increas-

ingly will be, the very destinations of tourist travel.

Not all of the worth-while places which this sur-

vey has inventoried could be placed directly on the

path of the parkway traveler, but key places have

importantly figured in this first determination of a

parkway route. Many of them are parks already

in public ownership. Others are controlled by his-

torical societies or semipublic trusts. Simple agree-

ments should suffice to insure their continued pro-

tection. Early agreement concerning those which

remain in private hands would be important, as

they would become attractive for exploitation im-

mediately after designation of a tourist route.

Recreational Developments

Many interesting places along the parkway re-

main undeveloped. In the variation of type and

kind lies the greatest appeal, for they are prime

exhibits of characteristic countryside. Their size

may vary from an acre or less to several thousand

acres. Along the proposed parkway physical de-

velopment of the wayside areas would often be

limited to a pull-off or parking area to which the

visitor might withdraw with safety and in some

detachment enjoy the qualities of the river scene

or read a story out of history. Development of

some of the larger areas should provide for active

recreation—camping, picnicking, swimming, fish-

ing, boating—and should afford opportunity to

view interesting parts of the countryside more inti-

mately by foot and horseback. These camping and

picnicking areas need not necessarily be located

directly on the river banks. Ofttimes locations

along the streams and lakes back from the river

offer more varied and adaptable sites for recrea-

tional development.

Combination areas for day and night use where

the visitor might camp and picnic would be pro-

vided, perhaps at 100-mile intervals; and picnic or

day-use facilities should also be provided at similar

or perhaps lesser intervals.

Tourist Accommodations

However attractive any countryside, the pleasure

of touring it is closely bound to the strictly physical

aspects of the trip, to wholesome food, clean lodging

and rest rooms, and courteous and complete motor-

car service.

Quality services should be available at moderate

rates and at carefully planned intervals. Facilities

would comprise

:

1. Those which now exist along the route and

are already available but which may require im-

provement and enlargement, including accommo-

dations in numerous towns and cities. The latter

will figure importantly in location studies of a park-

way and become part of the parkway in use.

Feeder roads would be developed where they do

not exist.

2. Those new developments which should be

established in new locations as increased parkway

visitation warrants.

3. Those which would be created within the

scenic or historic parks. Here special attention

would be given to the picturesque and colorful to

aid the tourist in experiencing the river countryside.

Among the most logical locations for the con-

struction of needed new facilities would be the four

corners of principal intersections of the parkway

and major crossing highways. At these locations

services would cater to both traffic streams. But

points of traffic interchange are of particular con-

cern to the highway departments which are respon-

sible for the safety and convenience of travelers.

Hence, adequate public control of key locations is

essential to proper planning for development jointly

by the concessioner and State officials. State

ownership of key lands for development is

recommended.

Tourist Information

To know where one is and where one is going

is essential to pleasant travel. Travel information

is supplied today through various media, especially

maps, pamphlets, and road signs. Special guide-

books could be provided giving the parkway visitor

19
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general touring information as well as topical infor-

mation concerning the entire Mississippi River

Parkway.

Billboards are used to tell tourists of accommoda-

tions in the towns and cities. In lieu of bill-

boards on the Mississippi River Parkway there

could be provided public information areas on

the approaches to urban zones. The highway

authorities could provide parking areas safely to

the side of the main travel lanes where appro-

priate informational bulletins and advertising

matter could be arranged in an orderly and pleas-

ing manner on parkway lands zoned for the pur-

pose. The space would be geared to the needs

of the tourist for information about accommoda-

tions of all sorts and would be leased to recog-

nized advertising agencies under strict supervision

of the States or local chambers of commerce. At

the larger information centers near metropolitan

areas there could be an attendant present during

busy hours of the tourist season who would func-

tion as a travel agent. He could be in communi-

cation by telephone with the city so that travelers

could be assured of reservations and proper di-

rections to reach various places of accommodation

or entertainment within the city without loss of

time and unnecessary searching in the congested

areas. It is believed that such a plan would pre-

vent much needless wandering of strangers in ur-

ban districts. Such facilities should be made
self-supporting.

Interpretive Program

There is yet a wider field of activity among

the specialized functions of a parkway organiza-

tion which should extend to all parts of the de-

velopment. This is the interpretive function by

which, through every ingenious method, the park-

way takes the visitor by the hand, as it were, and

tells him what he is seeing, explains what he is

experiencing. Where this educational side is

well-developed, a parkway journey of whatever

length can be free of monotony, pleasurable, and

profitable. A colorful region will become real

which might otherwise prove bleak and incom-

prehensible. A part of the interpretive program

could be accomplished by parkway-wide devices

such as a guidebook related to mileage from

starting points. The greater part of the job,

however, would be accomplished through the in-

stallation of signs, markers, and roadside exhibits.

These would begin with minor signs such as those

identifying lakes, bridges, or streams by name and

giving elevations above sea level or other interest-

ing facts. Tales and legends can be told by sim-

ple signs or informational bulletins at pull-off or

parking areas where there is a fine view or spot

of interest.

The broader interpretive opportunities of the

Mississippi River Parkway are large indeed, and

the program would need to be scaled to a vast sweep

of varied content correlated through the length of

the 10 States. There would, for instance, be the

opportunity of explaining along the roadside in

simple, easily understood terms the geological forces

which have shaped the present landscape, the sand

hills, the bluffs, and the alluvial bottom lands.

There would be the need to portray the vital role

the Mississippi has played in the pageant of Ameri-

can history, to make clear the influence of the river

upon the society in which we live. The story of

the Mississippi should be divided into broad topics

or themes, such as exploration, settlement, transpor-

tation, and literature. Coordinated roadside ex-

hibits, located on actual historic sites, would un-

fold these themes. The stories of events would be

told at the spots upon which they occurred, the

lives of men at the houses in which they dwelt, and

the tales of books in the places where they were

written. Thus the traveler would absoib the topics

chapter by chapter, mile by mile, as he rolled up

or down the parkway.

History is human activity today as well as yester-

day. Hence the dam and lock in operation, the

cheese factory, the cotton gin, and the sugar refin-

ery are among the things that will arouse. tourist

interest. Access to such places should be arranged,

parking areas provided, and the tourist welcomed

to visit.
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In the infoldment of the character of a country-

side, by means of travel over a parkway, the minor

history of local tale and legend must not be over-

looked. This is a colorful part of the river's lore.

An Evaluation—Tangible Costs

Under a plan as outlined much of the Mississippi

River Parkway could be designated as a part of the

Federal-aid highway system and so become eligible

for Federal-aid highway funds provided regularly

to aid the States and which must be matched by

them. Such funds, according to existing laws, can

be applied to planning, surveys, purchase of nor-

mal rights-of-way, and to construction of all neces-

sary features of a highway.

In the years ahead, whether there is an inte-

grated parkway plan or not, existing highways

along the Mississippi River will be straightened,

widened, and otherwise improved under the Fed-

eral-aid plan. In many places the present pave-

ments will become obsolete and require relocation

and new construction. It is difficult to predict the

costs of these improvements through the years be-

cause they must be gaged, inevitably, to the de-

mands of traffic patterns now unknown. A judg-

ment of the costs of these physical improvements

to the roadway proper over a 10-year period is,

however, tabulated in volume II of this report.

These costs for the physical improvements of the

roadways themselves are those which must be borne

eventually and inevitably as traffic increases. The
actual costs of the proposed parkway program are

those costs which would be over and beyond those

which must be borne by the States and the Federal

Government in any event.

The additional parts of this program which

would add parkway value to the river highways

include some of the controlled access features, the

control of roadside development, the restoration

of natural beauty, and the development of recrea-

tional and historic sites. Unquestionably, much of

the mileage embraced in the proposed route will,

as traffic grows, require the acquisition of con-

trolled access features in order to handle the traffic

whether a parkway project is undertaken or not.

These parkway elements would need to be financed

largely out of funds over and above funds now

available for highway improvement in these States.

It is estimated that it would cost approximately

$81,000,000 to provide these parkway features

upon a selected route. Since a great deal of work

is involved in negotiating for. the lands and rights

egen<



in lands, a process which forms a large part of any

parkway project, it would seem reasonable to an-

ticipate that approximately 10 years should be

allowed to carry out the entire program.

Intangible Values

The foregoing pages have set forth a possible

program of parkway development which is thought

to be practical in basic techniques and capable of

producing ultimately an efficient motorway and

a pleasant one. But it should be clear to those who
must judge, that the success of the project as a

tourist facility and as a means to the conservation

of an American scene will be dependent upon the

art and imagination carried into the execution of

the work in every telling way.

The plan has the high purpose of revealing to the

visitor and interpreting for him a complex and fas-

cinating part of our country, and surely its most

significant feature is the Mississippi River itself.

In the broadest sense the problem is to bring about

a true meeting of the parkway and the river. This

tie could be joined by various means. The park-

way location, now tentative, could court the river

and river views in every subtle way. There should

be places at frequent interval where one might stop

on the river's edge to watch it, to picnic, and to play.

Thus the visitor could motor along the river, cross

and recross its bridges, stop along its banks, fish in

the river and tributary waters.

Over and above these things, it will remain for

the travel industry to develop through its own en-

terprise many subsidiary features and hospitable

services. Ferryboats at important points could

carry passengers from car parking areas on one side

of the river to points of interest on the opposite

bank. Packet steamboat trips of varying length

could be developed. Side trips into the tributaries

of the river, especially the bayous, and organized

fishing trips into the lake regions of the North and

the Gulf country of the South could be available and

part of the total parkway experience. Rejuvena-

tion of the showboat, now all but gone, might well

come in the wake of increased tourist travel. It

might become a first regional theater of national

significance.

Thus such a program as that set forth in this

volume would have both practical and cultural

aspects. It is a plan by which an important link

in the Nation's highways could be transformed into

a multiple-use artery, more efficient, comfortable,

and safe; but equally important, it is a plan which

would give the Mississippi River—scenic, historic,

romantic—back to the people.
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The River against the bluffs.
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How the parkway might look if built here.
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PICTORIAL MAP Of- POSStBLfc PARKWAY ROUTtS
The routes ore composed of sections of existinq

biqbujaqs joined bq feasible sections of neu> road. Thcq
cross and recross the rioer on existinq bridqes and
pass throuqh each of the ten riu-er States. The
solid-line route u>as used for estimate purposes.

The dasb-\ine route represents an acceptable alternate
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J.ake /-fosca , beau-
tiful source of theM iss i ss ippi Ridzr^
Uirqin Noru>oa and
Whife Pine.-, museum
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)
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North Shore 22r/de
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Uohn A . JLofsch State Pbrk
M///VOAM Perrot State Park

£f*r / a y moulds
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Oran&Gch-F —Old rioer
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-boric, -trail -from
Natchej to Aloshui/le

PjLCAN/A Pt-ANTATIOM-
Soid to contain the
lorqa.stpQ.can orchard
in Mou isiona

NATCH£.Z- Canter of
Cullura in anta-ha llcirrt

daqs ; outsfondmq con-
centration of old South-
ern homes \ annual
Nofchaj Pilqrimaqa

;

site of Fort Posa/ie.,
1716 ;Natcha^-undar —
the- HiH ; many nearby
Indian mounds

MORQANZ.A Fj-OODWA>r—\
Miss issippi floodu)atars
can ba d/tfartad
the Gulf.

AUDU/oON MEMORIAL.
5 ta T£. Park — Ha re
A mar/ co s most famous
bird pointer did some
of his finest ujork

St. f=RAAicisiy/^-j-^ —
Within ZO miles ore
clasfarad soma of tho.

Souths most maqnif-
icenf- anfe-ballum
homes —Graenujood",
"Afton X/illo'^ "Rosadoajn"
and ofhers

Pop T H<->OSON —Major
Confederate fortifi-
cations; qood riiter
a ieujs

Ai-&XAMDRiA — Clean
modern citq on Red
R ide r

MARHS\riL.u£^ — Acftiyel
Indian LVaysida Pork

]

Fort De Russet^

\fiJooo\ri*-*-!= — Old tradma
center fine, eorlq
churches ; Stofion of
fne pioneer Wast
Feliciana Roi Iroo d

FortAdams — £ariq
American military post A
legendary home of "the
man ufithout a couni-ru'

SCOTi.A/VDi/IJ-J-£.

U. S 1 9o

A

ROUO£-

Fal-SJs. Riv&R-JLined
uJith outstanding
plantation homes

Baton Rouos. — s-rate
Capital

)
great oil

ra fineries ; diversified
in d usfries jj-oois iana
State Uniuarsitu

Pj-AQO£.Mifv£. — South
of hare,ook qrooes mark
old plantations such os
"No+rautoy"d: "Baila OroiJa"

S'uaar
Rafincry

R£.S£R\/£.
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^Bonnet Corra Sp i llu>ag\ :floa/"nc=z 3

A4 yot/ MANCHAC- Bound-
ary betujeen Spanish
Louisiana and British
Wasf Florida

;
point- of

Commercial ar>d milt —

-forg riaalra

&UHNSID&- North and
south of here ore -fine,

ante-bellum homes
,

Churches, and jchoo/s —
"Belle Ha.le.ne" "Houmos
House.'/ Jeffer/son\Col-
lege, "SanfrFonasct.

i ««»iiii»»" M amm
N£w Orleans

Jh

"Oak A*.i.£v'j
F^amous mar
steamboat
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jLocke. £>r°oux

jL/iAQ. Oak

aw****"

r3e/le- I
chose. "|
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^°

BWHE

R£SERVE-/Suaar refinery,
nearbg /plantati on
houses \dafe from thz
Colonial] perio d^r-\

L.OCKE 3reauxjliveOak-\
"Pres idant" of[-the. J-ioe
Oak Societg
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NEW ORJ-EANS-jJ-arqest
citg in the Souith ; one
of the Nation's /[greatest
seaports ; Hoe^^oaks,
]oleas , and -fine) food

;

>e Vieux Carre ;[Mardis\
\QroS

&EL-I.E CHASE"— Impres-
side horn a of Judah
P. Benjomin
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irVood land
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J*— Jfe^
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\Moss-draped oaks ol
hanq this ujoterujac
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"Magnolia
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oloce of Cr .

:e used
gglers; place of

ishermen , ogsfermen
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c7/7c/ -frapp e rs
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\H'S TOPICAL. RAPK-Here
AndreuJJackson defeo\hed
the Bri+ish in 18 1 ST; ^—
Beauregard House., a
fine. J^ouis zona - stq I i

plantation homo.

"iiVOOOi-A /v&"—Brick slooe
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A j- outre.

'iHAOa/ojl/a"— Old p/anta-
-fion home, amidst the.
oronge grooes

~£>±

ro/ZTJACKSON, r~ORT ST.
\PHi j-UiP— Massioe. brick
fortresse s, tu)in guard

-

ians of the river's
mouth j noco inactioe.;
Admiral r^arroqut bat-
tered thern into sub-
mission . 1862.

\PEJ^ICAN I SL.AND-
3rood sa/t marshes;
Sandu beach bordering
the Gci/f

7~h& Passes- Historic
goteujogs ofMississippi
commerce.
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LEGEND
POSSIBLE PARKWAY ROUTES

On new location _
Along existing highways

OTHER HIGHWAYS
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U S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS

MAP OF THE
MISSISSIPPI RIVER

SHOWING

POSSIBLE PARKWAY
ROUTES CONSIDERED

DURING THE

MISSISSIPPI RIVER PARKWAY SURVEY
BY THE BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS

S NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
1950-1951

10 10 20 30 MILES
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"The Mississippi . . . .

is in all ways reman

MARK TWAIN
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